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ABSTRACT

We report results of our numerical calculations, based on the equation of motion method,

of dc-electrical conductivity and of density of states for up to 40 x 40 two-dimensional square

lattices modelling a right-binding Hamiltonian for a binary (AB) compound, disordered by ran-

domly distributed B vacancies up to 10%. Our results indicate strongly localized states away from

band centers separted from the relatively weakly localized states towards midband. This is in qual-

itative agreement with the idea of a "mobility edge" separating exponentially localized states from

the power-law localized states as suggested by the two-parameter scaling theory of Kaveh in two

dimensions.
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June 1992

While the absence of quantum diffusion on a two-dimentional random lattice, or

a continuum, follows generally from the one-parameter scaling theory of localization

of Abrahams et al,,1 the spatial nature of the localized states still remains very

much in question.1"4 Thus the scaling theory predicts exponential localization of all

eigenstates with the localization length (, - leexp(\/X) > I, with lc= elastic mean

free path and A = irkrle/2, k/r= Fermi wave vector magnitude, where we have set

the valley factors equal to unity. This would imply that the resistance per square

of a two-dimensional sample should increase exponentially with the sample's linear

size L for L> £. {For L< {, of course, the growth is logarithmic.) This should

be so independently of the Fermi-level (or band filling). On the contrary, Kaveh

3 has argued for a two-parameter scaling theory giving a well defined "mobility

edge" separating two types of localized states - the exponentially localized states

away from the band center and algebrirally (power law) localized states towards mid-

band. This is in agreement with the experimentally determined /3-function of Davies

et al.1. Such a transition should show up when the size-dependent conductance is

plotted as function of Fermi energy (band filling) for a given disorder.

In this note, using the equation of motion (EOM) method, we have investigated

numerically the conductivity a{E) (which is tLe same as conductance in two di-

mensions) for a finite two-dimensional square lattice up to size 40x40 as function

of (Fermi) energy and sample size. For this we have chosen a tight-binding Hamil-

tonian modelling a binary compound AB, disordered by randomly distributed B

vacancies up to 10 B-atomic %. We have also calculated the density of states (DOS)

to ensure that any vanishing of conductivity is not simply due to absence of states

at that energy. We would like to mention here, for the sake of completeness, that

this model arose in a different context of our earlier study of electrical transport in

the two-layer thick TiO2, with the identification Ti=A and OsB (Fig.la). A two

dimensional projection of this bi-layer is shown in Fig.lb. The disorder corresponds

to oxygen vacancies. This two-dimentional system shown schematically in Fig.lc is

now to be treated as the present model for a disordered binary alloy, independently

of its original motivation.
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In the next Section we describe the two dimensional model used in our work

and in Section :i we outline the EOM method calculations of both density of states

(DOS) and de-conductivity. In the last Section we discuss our results and draw

conclusions.

2 Model

The tight-binding Hamiltonian for our 2D two-sub!atice (bipartite) model can

be written in obvious notation

Ma+ai, + +
<t,j>;<T,er'

h.c.) • (1)

Here i,j run over A sub-lattice; l,tn run over B sub-lattice and < .. > denotes nearest

neighbours. (With respect to the original model, we can identify A= titanium and

B= oxygen.) The tight-binding parameters are shosen as follows.5 The off-diagonal

matrix elements are taken as ordered (see Fig.lc) with:

tAA = h = -0.2eV (nominally Ti:3d-Ti:3d hopping matrix element).

tsB = *3 = 1.5eV (nominally O:2p-O:2p hopping matrix element).

tAu = (, = -2.3eV (nominally Ti:3d-O:2p hopping matrix element).

Disorder due originally to oxygen vacancies is now introduced by giving a fraction

6 of B-sites, chosen at random, different on-site energy values (depending on whether

these correspond to oxygen vacancy or no vacancy). Thus:

EBI= 2.0eV (vacancy on B sub-lattice)

£BI= -10.5eV (no vacancy on B sub-lattice)

EA,= -6.4eV (A sub-lattice)

Simultaneous with the B sub-lattice ou-site disorder, alt site diagonal energies

are also shifted depending on their distances from the B-site vacancy. (This is to be

expected for the original model due to the Coulorabic effects associated with 02'

vacancies.) Thus, due to a vacancy at a position T0, say, the diagonal elements of

the other sites are shifted by

EA, + -

-OP-"! 1 " ' - ' - !

(2)

(3)

Here we choose5 Q = 2|ej, (0O=6.7eV and the screening parameter fi = 0.5A"1. The

pair-wise Coutombic effects are, of course, superposed for a finite concentration of

vacancies. The off-diagonal matrix elements to the vacancy are set to zero. This

completes our description of the model. We again emphasize that this model arose in

a different, realistic, context but our results have a bearing on the general questions

concerning localization in 2D independently of the original context.

3 The equation of motion method

For the calculation of the density of states N(E) and dc-conductivity cr{E) we

use the equation-of-motion (EOM) method. First we consider the DOS. For this,

we have to evolve the initial state

(4)

unitarily according to the Schrodinger evolution [h = 1)

(5)

Here v refer to all site orbitals and $„ are phases assigned uniformly to the orbitals

(0 < <i>v < 2T) . Averaging over these phases, one gets the DOS

WE) = ^
Re

IT

Re
(6)
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Where /(, v denote orbitals and s denotes eigenstate. Here we have used for the

random phase average < t'{Vv~^ *>- 6UM.

For the dc conductivity, We have adapted the EOM method to calculating <r(E).

The details of our calculations will appear elsewhere.6 In the linear response the-

ory, the dc-conducivity of a non-interacting electron system is given by7 the Kubo-

Greenwood formula at T=0°K (with EF=K) as

Here the polarization is taken in the direction of x-axis, o and fi label eigenstates,

PT is the momentum operator (P* = -jj[A\ H]), SI is the volume of the sample and

H is the Hamiltonian of the system. To evaluate Eq.7 using the EOM method, one

must define two independent initial states as in Eq.4 and make them evolve in time

and finally average over phases in a fashion similar to the DOS case. However, the

dc-conductivity calculation requires too many iterations over random sets of phases

because the fluctuations are not controlled only by the sample size as in the DOS

case. We evaluated Eq.7 for a sample of size 40x40 units (1200 sites) containing 1,

5, 8, 9 and 10-atomic % of B (oxygen) vacancies.

4 Results and discussion

Our results of the equation of motion calculations for the conductivity c{E) and

the density of states N(E) are presented in figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows a(E) and

N(E) for the defect concentration i from 1 to 10% for the 40x40 square lattice (Note

the difference in conductivity scales). Several points can be noted first, <r{E) < e2fh

in all cases suggesting strong disorder limit given for this finite size. One clearly sees

the expected decrease of conductivity with increasing disorder {6). There are large

fluctuations of the conductance as E varies over the band. These are partly intrinsic

due to disorder (the universal conductance fluctuation) and partly due to the finite

size effects. It should be noted here that no ensemble averaging of the conductance
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or DOS for different realizations of disorder have been performed. Also, overall,

the conductivity follows the density of states profile. However the most significant

feature of the conductivity discernible with the advantage of Sow visual resolution

of plots in Fig.2 is that it tends to vanish sufficiently away from the centers of the

nominally A and B sub-bands, where the DOS remains non-zero, in fact substantial,

suggesting a "mobility edge" separating two types of states; the inner states towards

mid-band more conducting and therefore less localized than the states on the outer

sides of the "mobility edges". To make this point clearer we have presented our

calculations for the o[E) and DOS on an expanded scale for three concentrations in

Fig.3. The range of energies presented spans the nominally A sub-band. One clearly

sees an energy interval on either side of the main band where the conductance is

essentially zero while the DOS is substantial. As a specific example for the case of

6= 10%, the <T(E) ~ 0.1 ( x ) , which is Mott's minimum metallic conductivity for E

~ band-center (about -3.5eV). However it gets near-zero for energies below about

-6.5eV and above -2.0eV where the DOS is quite substantial. (Below -6.5eV the

DOS remains comparable to the mid-band value due to the overlap of the broadened

A and B bands.) Similar observation can be made for lower concentrations but the

fluctuations are much too large. Preliminary studies of the scaling of conductance

with finite lattice size (12x12, 20x20 and 40x40 units in Fig.4) suggest that all

states are localized, and that the conductance falls monotonously with increasing

lattice size. (In 3D extended states would give conductance independent of system

size.) However it also confirms that there is an energy interval outside of the main

conducting band where the conductance remains nearly zero without the vanishing

of the DOS. These observations indicate that there do exist two types of localized

states as suggested by the two-parameter scaling theory of localization — Weakly

(power law) decaying states towards mid-band and strongly (exponentially) decaying

states towards band edges. Our limited data of sample sizes does not permit us



to make any quantitative estimates for the localization parameters. One remark

about our lattice size. It should be noted that at least for the case of £= 10%,

the conductance value is close to the Mott's <tmm value. This srongly suggests that

kyL ~ 1 and, therefore, the sample 40x40 may not be too small. We do not think

that our conductivity variation over the band is consistent with the variation of the

localization length { over the band.

It is tempting at this stage to put forward the following scenario. In ID, all (but

zero-measure) states are well known to be localized exponentially. In 2D there is a

pseudo-mobility edge Et> separating the outer exponentially localized states from the

inner power-law localized states. The latter are normalizable and are expected to

give anomalous "sub-diffusion"; i.e. mean-squared displacement growing with time

t as V with rj < 1, and hence zero conductivity in the L —» oo limit. In 3D there is

a genuine mobility edge Ec separating the outer exponentially localized states from

the nim — nmmulisable "resonant states" up to Eci > Ec when o(E^) ~ <7m;n in

L —• oo limit. Beyond this (Ec > E^) the states are extended and diffusive, albeit

with small weak-localization corrections. In other words, we believe that in 3D, the

weak-localization corrections to a > amvn (due to coherent back-scattering) develop

into non — normahzablt and therefore conducting "resonances" for 0 < a < trmln.

In 2D, on the other hand, these resonances remain rwrmalizablg giving merely

anomalous "sub-diffusion" and, therefore, zero conductivity in the L —> oo limit.

The existence of these resonant states (uormalizable in 2D and non-normalizable in

3D) and extrapolating to strong exponential localization obviously caljs for deeper

analysis.

In conclusion, we have presented some numerical evidence for different behaviour

of conductivity at mid-band and band tails. Our results suggest an exponentially

localized states at the band tails and power-law localized states at the band centers

separated presumably by a pseudo-mobility edge in agreement with the prediction

of Kaveh. We believe that these power-law localized states are the normalizable

resonances caused by coherent back scattering. These become non-normalizable in

3D and dominate the critical regime 0 < a < <rmm.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: (a) Rutile structure of TiOj showing the off-diagonal elements ti, ij

and (3 in our model, (b) The projection of two layers of TiOi- (c) Our present

model of the binary alloy used in our work. A-atoms (titanium) are in circles and

B-atoms (oxygen) are in squares.

Figure 2: DOS (upper curve:i) and DC-conductivity (lower curve:ii) for a sample

of 40x40 units containing B (oxygen) vacancies with various concentrations (1, 5, 8,

9 and 10%). The scale shown is for the DOS in 1/eV units. However, the scales of

conductivity in e2/h are the one shown times: (a) 30, (b) 7.5, (c) 4.5, (d) 4.5 and

(e) 4.5

Figure 3: (a) DOS in units of 1/eV per site for a sample of size 40x40 units

containing 1, 5 and 10% of B (oxygen) vacancies, (b) DC-conductivity for the same

samples of (a) displayed on the same energy scale to discriminate the nature of

eigenstates of DOS.

Figure 4: Scaling of conductance with sample size. The sample sizes displayed

are of dimensions: 40x40n 20x20 and 12x12 units. Each sample contains 10% of B

(oxygen) vacancies. The energy scale displayed includes the A (titanium) sub-band

region.
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